HISTORICAL LISTING OF
REGENTS DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD WINNERS

2014
Udaya DeSilva, Animal Science
Jeffrey Walker, English
Kristen Baum, Zoology
Rick Wilson, Management Science & Information Systems
Juliana Utley, Teaching & Curriculum Leadership
Karen High, Chemical Engineering
Edralin Lucas, Nutritional Sciences
Melanie Breshears, Veterinary Pathobiology

2013
Gary Fox, Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Paul Compton, Music
Thad Leffingwell, Psychology
Dursun Delen, Management Science & Information Systems
Steve Wanger, Educational Studies
Manjunath Kamath, Industrial Engineering & Management
Stephen Clarke, Nutritional Sciences
Michael Lorenz, Veterinary Clinical Sciences

2012
Louis Anella, Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Jacqueline Vadjunec, Geography
Matthew Lovern, Zoology
Robert Cornell, Accounting
Diane Montgomery, Applied Health and Educational Psychology
Moh’d Bilbeisi, Architecture
Whitney Bailey, Human Development and Family Sciences

2011
Jack Dillwith, Entomology and Plant Pathology
Richard Bunce, Chemistry
Gary Webb, Sociology
Goutam Chakraborty, Marketing
Bridget Miller, Applied Health and Educational Psychology
Jamey Jacob, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Charles Hendrix, Human Development and Family Science
Robin Allison, Pathobiology
Nedra Wilson, Anatomy and Cell Biology

2010
Leon Spicer, Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Kevin Voss, Marketing
Patty Hipsher, Political Science
John I. Gelder, Chemistry
Mary Jo Self, Teaching and Curriculum Leadership
Lenka H. Shriver, Nutritional Sciences
Sohum Sohoni, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sandra Morgan, Physiological Sciences

2009
Thomas Hennesssey, Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Karen McBee, Zoology
Jim Puckette, Geology
Tracy Suter, Marketing
Susan Stansberry, Educational Studies
Daniel Fisher, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Hailin Qu, Hotel and Restaurant Administration
James Breazile, Physiological Sciences

2008
Stephen Damron, Animal Science
Carol Johnson, Accounting
Jonathan Comer, Geography
Hugh Manon, English
Suzii Parsons, Teaching and Curriculum Leadership
Jane Swinney, Design, Housing and Merchandising
Glenn O. Brown, Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Anthony Confer, Veterinary Pathobiology

2007
Jeffery A. Hattey, Plant and Soil Sciences
Shelia Kennison, Psychology
Ravi Sheorey, English
Marilyn Kletke, Management Science and Information Systems
Timm Bliss, Aviation Education
Camille De Yong, Industrial Engineering
Amanda Harrist, Human Development and Family Sciences
James Lish, Physiological Sciences

2006
D. Dwayne Cartmell, II, Agricultural Education, Communication, and 4-H Youth Development
Donald P. French, Zoology
Edward P. Walkiewicz, English
K. Matthew Gilley, Management
Suzanne Bilbeisi, Architecture
Pam Brown, Teaching & Curriculum Leadership
Bill Ryan, Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Jerry Ritchey, Veterinary Pathobiology

2005
Andrew Arena, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Kathryn Castle, Teaching and Curriculum Leadership
James Davis, Political Science
Jerrold Leong, Hotel and Restaurant Administration
James Meinkoth, Veterinary Pathobiology
Melanie Page, Psychology
Zane Quible, Management
Shelly Sitton, Agricultural Education, Communication and 4-H Youth Development

2004
Carol Bormann, Design, Housing and Merchandising
David Carter, Finance
G. Allen Finchum, Geography
Steve Harrist, School of Applied Health and Educational Psychology
J. Robert Kropp, Animal Science
Rebecca Morton, Veterinary Pathobiology
Peter Shull, Physics
Jan Wagner, Chemical Engineering

2003
Lowell Caneday, Applied Health and Educational Studies
Cheryl Farr, Design, Housing, and Merchandising
Gregory Mosier, Economics and Legal Studies in Business
David Pratt, Industrial Engineering and Management
Jerry Ritchey, Veterinary Pathobiology
Michael Taylor, Philosophy
Dan Tilley, Agricultural Economics
Ronald Tyrl, Botany

2002
Louis Anella, Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Rick Bartholomew, Design, Housing, and Merchandising
Jean d'Offay, Veterinary Pathobiology
Mary Gad, Economics
Lisa Lewis, English
Kouider Mokhtari, Curriculum and Educational Leadership
Doren Recker, Philosophy
Marvin Stone, Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering

2001
Elizabeth Holt, Chemistry
Sandra Morgan, Physiological Sciences
Douglas Needham, Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Kay Reinke, Curriculum and Educational Leadership Administration
William Ryan, Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Betty Simkins, Finance
Gary Young, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
2000
Cida Chase, Foreign Languages and Literature
Janet Cole, Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Gail Gates, Nutritional Sciences
Martin Hagan, Electrical and Computer Engineering
L. Lee Manzer, Marketing
Rebecca Morton, Veterinary Pathobiology
Janice Williams, Educational Studies
John Wolfe, Mathematics

1999
Bruce Ackerson, Physics
Kathleen Briggs, Family Relations and Child Development
James Gregson, Curriculum and Educational Leadership
Roger Panciera, Animal Science, Pathology, and Pharmacology
George Scheets, Electrical and Computer Engineering
David Thomas, Psychology
Andrew Urich, Economics and Legal Studies
William Weeks, Agricultural Education, Communications, and 4-H Youth Leadership

1998
K. Darrell Berlin, Chemistry
Betty Edgley, Applied Health and Educational Psychology
Rodney Geisert, Animal Science
Laura Hubbs-Tait, Family Relations and Child Development
Edward Jones, English
Meg Kletke, Management
James Meinkoth, Anatomy, Pathology, and Pharmacology
James R. Whiteley, Chemical Engineering

1997
Charles Abramson, Psychology
Christine Cashel, Health, Physical Education, and Leisure
Goutam Chakraborty, Marketing
Margaret Ewing, Zoology
Sylvia Gaiko, Hotel and Restaurant Administration
David Hanser, Architecture
George Henry, Veterinary Medicine and Surgery
Thomas Kuzmic, Forestry

1996
Al Carlozzi, Applied Behavioral Studies in Education
Rick Cowell, Veterinary Pathology
Joe Fowler, Economics and Legal Studies in Business
Afshin Ghajar, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Douglas Needham, Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Shiretta Ownby, Design, Housing and Merchandising
Larry Scott, Physics
Thomas Wikle, Geography

**1995**

Gregory Campbell, Veterinary Pathology  
James Choike, Mathematics  
Glen Dolezal, Animal Science  
Ken Eastman, Management  
G. Steven Gipson, Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Christa Hanson, Nutritional Sciences  
Neil Purdie, Chemistry  
Margaret M. Scott, Curriculum and Instruction

**1994**

L. Herbert Bruneau, Zoology  
Alan W. Brunken, Architecture  
Kevin J. Donnelly, Agronomy  
Lisa A. Mantini, Mathematics  
Debra L. Nelson, Management  
Terence J. Mills, Curriculum and Instruction  
Lynne Richards, Design, Housing, and Merchandising

**1993**

David S. Buchanan, Animal Science  
Carolyn S. Henry, Family Relations and Child Development  
Joseph M. Jadlow, Economics  
Katye M. Perry, Applied Behavioral Studies in Education  
Larry M. Perkins, Sociology  
Ronald A. Petrin, History  
Donald R. Snethen, Civil and Environmental Engineering

**1992**

George O. Carney, Geography  
Kenneth E. Case, Industrial Engineering and Management  
Charles A. Hibberd, Animal Science  
Sue Knight, Nutritional Sciences  
Joseph H. Pearl, Applied Behavioral Studies in Education  
Ronald J. Tyrl, Botany  
Zane K. Quible, Administrative Services